The art of
customer-centric
artiﬁcial intelligence
How organizations can unleash the full
potential of AI in the customer experience

AI interactions go mainstream
The majority of customers have daily interactions enabled by AI in 2020
as compared to just one in ﬁve in 2018
Customers frequency of AI-enabled interactions with organizations

54%

Daily

21%
27%

Weekly

31%
11%

Fortnightly

14%
6%

Once a month
or less

33%

2020

2018

What is driving customer AI adoption?

COVID-19 driving
touchless interactions

Organization increasing
deployments

77%

30%-50%

of customers aim to increase use of
touchless interfaces to avoid
human and touchscreen interaction
post-COVID.

of customer engagements
are AI-enabled for eight in
ten organizations.

Consumer trust is
increasing

Human-like
interaction

67%

64%

of customers trust the personalized
recommendations and suggestions
provided by AI enabled interactions

of customers believe that their AI
interactions are more human-like
today (compared to 48% in 2018)

Customer satisfaction from AI interactions
has dropped for all industries
Percentage of satisﬁed customers

69%
61%

57%

Automotive
Banking and
(2020)
Insurance (2020)

All sectors
(2020)

All Sectors
(2018)

58 %

58%

Public sector
(2020)

54%

53%

Consumer
Products and
retail (2020)

Utilities
(2020)

45%

46%

37%

Feel the value of AI
interaction is less
than what they had
expected

See a high level of beneﬁts
from trustworthy AI
interactions

Customers see tangible
beneﬁts of faster
resolution from AI
engagements

Organizations are yet to scale use cases
with high customer beneﬁts
High Beneﬁts

Overall - Scale of adoption Vs customer beneﬁts

Good balance between
scaling and beneﬁts
delivered

Customer beneﬁts (Tangible)

Focus on scaling
beneﬁts

Banking/
Insurance

Consumer products
and retail
Automotive
Utilities
Overall average

Govt/Public sector

Focus on improving
beneﬁts

Scaling by Industry

High Scaling

"Context-aware"
use cases
Personalization

Eﬀortless

Provides
personalized
product
recommendations
by anticipating the
next possible step
in diﬀerent
environments

Reduces customer
eﬀort and provides
faster resolution
of issues

Empowering
Provides customers greater
control and consistency
over their interactions

Our analysis found that 52% of
consumer ﬁnd "context-aware" AI
engagements to bring high
beneﬁts compared to the rest

How organizations can unleash the full
potential of AI in the customer experience
Personalized
customer experience
Exceed customer
expectations with
context-aware
use cases enabled by
intention-driven design

Clearly establish the
role of employees for
a collaborative
human-AI experience

Customer
understanding

1

Customer

Augmented
employee

3

Consumer
Events / Data

Enterprise
Data / Events

Contextual /
personalized
messages

Predictions

2
Drive positive AI
experiences with an
emphasis on ethics

Enterprise
Employee/systems

4
Personalization

Set up AI tech
pre-requisites for CX
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